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IN THE COURT OF SPECIAL RAILWAY MAGISTRATE, KAMRUP

C.R. CASE NO. 112/08

PRESENT- Sri Devojyoti Bhuyan, Special Railway Magistrate 1stclass,

Guwahati

For the Prosecution Dr. Anand Singh Learned P.P/N.F.Rly/GHY

For the accused persons .... Sri Manoj Sarmah & Juthika Chakraborty

....... Learned Counsels

Date of prosecution evidence- 05.05.10, 15.07.11, 05.06.13, 01.08.13,
06.11.13,09.12.13,06.01.14,10.03.14.

1. The case of the prosecution in brief is that in the night of

28.11.2008 while Taijuddin Ahmed Head Constable(HC)/RPF/NBQ along

,W1~ with party were conducting patrolling duty at L/C Gate Sanyashi Pahar in

•• ~ " ,,,~( I~ between New Bongaigaon-Majgaon section at about 03:15 hrs. and on
f~\'Oa~w13~\:,~\{~~~eiVinginformation from diary writer about train detention of Train no

.3\ Ra\l~ ) O\S"f (J t
S?eC\ "u9 \t-AeVO .1 Up/NGC/Mixed Loads in between New Bongaigaon-Majgaon section due

't<.3('(\\ ~~e\\

GIJ to vacuum trouble they reached near the train with arms and

ammunitions as per instructions and found that 2 Nos. of wagons door

bamboo fencing were in broken condition suspected to have been stolen

of loaded materials but meanwhile the train left from the place of

occurrence. Thereafter the party while returning to their duty point



heard some whispering sound from paddy field and advancing towards

the sound on criminal suspicion they noticed that 3/4 persons were

sitting near Tunia River of Telkajhar paddy field while two of them
started carrying some heavy materials and proceed towards Telkajhar.

Then the patrolling armed party immediately chased them and managed

to apprehend 02 persons red handed with 02 Nos. of C5T-9 pot but

other 02 persons managed to flee away taking the cover of darkness by

leaving 02 Nos. of C5T-9 pot fitted with cut pieces of Tiebar and 04 bags

of potato and 02 bags of onion (of which one in torn condition) at the

spot. The recovered potato and onion bags were suspected to have been

stolen from the train no Up/NGC/Mixed Loads during her detention near

at outer signal of NBQ. On interrogation they admitted that the

recovered potato and onion bags were stolen from Railway wagon

during her detention and 04 Nos. of C5T-9 pot from NBQ Yard Loco-shed

and disclosed their name as (1) Anil Medhi age 24 years and (2) Har

Kumar Ray @ Hemen age 23 years and also the name of flee away

associates as (1) Muchi Roy 48 years of Telkajhar and (2) Lohit Barmal1

age 35 years of Dosimpara. The matter was informed to IPF/NBQ who

attended the spot and seized the recovered materials in presence of

witnesses. Both the arrested accused along with the recovered materials

were brought to the RPF Post NBQ. In this effect HC/Taijuddin Ahmed.

lodged a written complaint for taking necessary legal action and on the

strength of arrest and seizure a case vide nos 1(11)08 u/s 3(a) R.P.(UP)

Act dtd 28.11.2008 has been registered at RPF Post/NBQ which was

further endorsed to 51/G.Deka for conducting enquiry and submit report.

2. After the completion of the enquiry of this case the E.O. submitted
~ rA the prosecution report against the accused persons u/s 3(a) of R.P.(UP)

r .\01(("\ Af:J. Finding a prima facie material this court took cognizance of the
's\t3'"

'\~&'l ""a~\\~ffence. After hearing both sides this court framed charge u/s 3(a) of. \ R&\ ~O\s\.
s?ec\a~~?\~eUo••.\\ R.P.(UP) and the particulars of the offence were read over and explained

\<.a(1\' ~'(\""
G\l to the accused persons after furnishing the copies to the accused

persons to which they pleaded not guilty and claimed to be tried.
.

3. During trial to prove its case the prosecution examined 8(eight)
numbers of witnesses namely PW-1 Md. Taijuddin Ahmed is the



complainant; PW-2 Sri Gagan Deka is the E.O.; PW-3 Sri Sita Ram Das;

PW-4 Sri Lachit Chandra Mahanta; PW-5 Sri Suresh Ch. Roy is the
informant; PW-6 Sri Paresh Ch. Das; PW-7 Sri H.R.Choudhury; PW-8 Sri

Lankeswar Boro. Statement U/S 313 Cr.P.C is recorded in a separate

form, wherein they pleaded themself to be innocent. The defenc~
add uced no evidence on their side.

4. Heard the arguments of learned counsels on both sides. Gone through

the evidence on record.

5. Points for determination:

Whether the accused persons on 28th November,2008 at L.c. Gate of

Sanyasi Hill in between NBQ and Mazgaon station committed the
offence of theft of railway property and committed an offence u/s 3(a)'

R.P.(UP} Act or not?

6. Discussion, Decision and Reason Thereof:

Now let me at the outset, consider the evidence on record before

deciding the points for determination.

PW-1 in his examination deposed that on 27/28.11.2008 while he was

serving at RPF/NBQ(P} was on patrolling duty at L/C Gate(near Sanyast

Pahaar} from 18:00 hrs to next day 06:00 hrs along with CB(Constable}
S.R.Roy, CB Gautam Baishya and CB L.C.Mahanta had received a

message on walkie-talkie from office writer CB J.U.Ahmed that

UP/NGC/Mixed Lot Goods train has been standing at outer NBQ station,
due to vacuum trouble. Therefore they immediately reached the place

but as soon as they reached there the said train started to resume. They
t::JJf7 f" noticed that the bamboo net of two wagons were in broken state and

(4.t1((~\~\.~~i1e returning heard whispering of some persons from the paddy field
;'\~~\CO~'ff'earthe rail line. On observing carefully seen 3-4 persons and chased

. 1\~i~':~'\'b~them on suspect of their involvement in breaking of the wagon nets.
c\'O- ~~.~~

'O'Q~'b((\~\):e'S They could apprehend two persons but other two persons fled away and

recovered two CST-9 pot with Tiebar from their possession. During.
interrogation they deposed their name as Anil Medhi and Har kumar Roy

and other two associates as Muchi Roy and he forget the name of other



person. Further they conducted a search in nearby areas and recovered

two more C5T-9 pots with tie-bars along with 4 bags of potato and 1 ana
}Iz bags of onion from there. On interrogation they reveals that they

lifted the C5T-9 pots with tiebars from old Loco-shed and while carrying

these seeing the goods train standing they confessed that they taken out

the bags of potato and onions from there. He then immediately reported'

the matter to the IPF/NBQ and accordingly IPF/NBQ H.R. Choudhury
reached the spot at around 4:00-4:30 hrs. Thereafter IPF/NBQ took the

accused persons into custody, seized the recovered materials on the

spot and labelled it and brought them to the RPF/NBQ post. He could

identify the arrested accused persons. He then submitted a written

complaint to the post regarding the matter. Exhibit 1 is the complaint

and exhibit 1(1) is his signature. Exhibit 2 is the seizure list and exhibit

2(1) is his signature. Exhibit 3 is· the label and exhibit 3(1) is my

signature.

During cross examination he stated that he prepared the label on the

spot at about 4:30 hrs and there was no any signature of independent

witness. Further also prepared the seizure list in the paddy field near the
bank of river (P.O. i.e. place of occurrence) and did not find any local

. witness there. They have not seen taking out any seized articles from the

train but seen carrying them on their shoulders and some of them they

have recovered from jungle.

PW-2 in his examination deposed on 28.11.2008 that while he was

posted as 51/RPF/NBQ(P) he was endorsed with this case for enquiry.

Thereafter he was handed over the complaint, documents, two accused

persons with case property namely 4nos of C5T-9 pots with Tiebar and 4

~ ~ bags of potato and land }Iz bags of onions. He recorded the statement of
{J77 . f If a~cused persons Anil Medhi and Har kumar Roy where they have stated

(<<f<>1' , . \~'O\O~'O~\:,\\&'Qatthey are accompanied by two more associates namely Muchi Roy
':--.~~ Q\~

''0\?-'O~~e~.l'l . and Lohit Barman and confessed that they have stolen the iron
. eC\ ~ 'Ir' ~~\\

S~¥--'O((\("JG~~' goods(C5T-9 pot) from NBQ Yard thereby proceeding for concealing it

towards the bank of Tunia river where they saw the up goods train

standing committed theft of potato and onions from it. During enquirx

he arrested the other two accused and recorded their statement where



they also confessed their guilt in the same manner. He visited the P.O.,

prepared a sketch and did a joint verification with 5.K.Das, JE-1/P-

Way/BNGN where he confirmed the theft of 4 C5T-9 pot and also gave a
theft memo to him. Further he examined the seize materials from the'

expert who certified it as railway property and the seized potato and

onions were disposed according to the court order. He enquired about

the detention of the train. Then finding enough materials he submitted

the prosecution report against the accused persons. Exhibit 4,5,6,7 is the
statements of the accused persons Anil Medhi, Heir Kumar Roy @

Hemen, Lohit Barman and Muchi Roy respectively, exhibit
4(1),5(1),6(1), 7(1) are his endorsement with signature and exhibit

4(2),5(2),6(2), 7(2) are signature of accused persons respectively. Exhibit

8 is the FIR and exhibit 8(1) is his signature. Exhibit 9 is the joint spot

verification report. Exhibit 10 is the PRand exhibit 10(1) is his signature.

During cross examination he stated that there was no any independent

witness during recording of the statement of the accused persons.

PW-3 in his examination deposed that on 28/11/2008 while he was on

duty as constable at NBQ from 19:00 hrs to 6:00 hrs and patrolling at LC

Gate 5anyasi Pahar at about 3:15 hrs HC/Taijuddin Ahmed over:

telephone informed them that one up NGC Mixed Load Goods train has

been detained at outer NBQ for pulling of vacuum and immediately they

reached near the train. They noticed that the bamboo net of the two
wagons loaded with onion and potato were at broken state and found 4,

bags of potato and 1 Y2 bag of onion lying nearby. They heard

whispering nearby and saw that 3-4 persons were carrying some heavy

things on their shoulders. Then and there they apprehended two

accused persons and recovered 4 C5T-9 pot from their hand. Thereafte~

(f,lo" ('f\~\~'Q\ethey informed the matter to the O/C and after his reaching to the spot
~J~\~\~\c\' prepare the seizure list and labelling of case property where they signed

.".\~i\~,,:~~~as witness. Exhibit 2 is the seizure list and exhibit 2(2) is his signature.
c\CJ' ~ ~ ~~\:~

'O~~'Q~(~ G~ Exhibit 3 is the case property label and exhibit 3(1) is his signature. H~

could identify the accused on sight.



During cross examination he stated the name of the two arrested

accused. Further he has seen the broken bamboo net but did not see

who have broken it and no any local witness was available there.

PW-4 in his examination deposed that on 28/11/2008 while he was at
NBQ on patrolling duty at LC Gate near sanyasi Pahar then Head

Constable Ahmed over telephone informed that one Mix Load Goods

train has been detained at outer NBQ for vacuum disturbance and on

reaching they saw that the bamboo of two wagons were at broken state.
On checking the area they saw two persons carrying something which

were CsT-9 pot that were brought from Yard and also saw 4 bags of

potato and onion lying near the train. Thereafter the IPF seize these

things and arrested the two accused persons. He could identify the

accused. Seizure list was prepared and property labelling was done with
him as witness. Exhibit 2 is the seizure list and exhibit 2(3) is his

signature. Exhibit 3 is the case property label and exhibit 3(2) is his
signature.

During cross examination he denied the suggestion that the potato and

onions were not stolen from the wagon. He further stated that he did

not received any theft memo and the incident took place at about 3:1S
hrs.

PW-5 in his examination deposed that on 28-11-08 he issued an FIR to

O/C /RPF/NBQ regarding missing of some CsT-9 pot from Nem Loco,

Shed Yard/NBQ and thereafter RPF recovered the stolen properties. On
19.01.09 after examining the seized materials i.e. 4 Nos. of CsT-9 pot at

RPF/post/NBQ found it as per seizure list and railway properties
~ ,.,. exclusively used in Indian Railways. He then put 'sCR' mark with yellow

N' ( paint over it. Exhibit 8 is the F.I.R and exhibit 8(2) is his signature. Exhibit

1~(o'l1\~\~'3\t1is the material certificate and exhibit 11(1) is his signature. He then
J'3<9J 'c\

~&\\~0.'i ~Q\1;\S~ IBentified the M. Ex.1,2,3 and 4.
eC\'3\ ,~e~e.\\

S9¥-.'3«,fu9 (;\}'fII~ During cross examination he stated that he had seen the seizure list.

PW-6 in his witness deposed that on 28/11/08 while he was serving at

NBQ/RPF/Post the confessional statement of both the accused persons

was recorded by E.O. sIPF/PW-2 in his presence as witness and no threat
,



and pressure was given to them. Exhibit 4 and 5 are the confessional

statements of the acused persons Anil Medhi and Har Kumar Roy.

respectively, exhibit 4(2) and 5(3) are his signatures and exhibit 4(2) and

5(2) are signature of the. accused respectively.

During his cross examination he stated that there was no any local

witness during the recording.

PW-7 in his examination deposed that on 28:11.08 while he was serving

as IPF/NBQ he received information over phone that one train in

between NBQ and Mazgaon was detained due to vacuum trouble.
I •

Further door of two wagons were seen open and after rectification the

train resume. The patrolling party hearing some whisperings make a

search and two persons were carrying some heavy things. Anil Medhi

and Hemen Roy are' apprehended accused persons and fled awax,

accused is Muchi Roy. Thereafter he went to the spotand seize 4 Nos. of

CST-9 pot, 4 bags of potato and 1 Yz bags of onio.n and a Hero Bi-cycle

found there with case property labelling and take'n both the accused into

custody. Then on the complaint of HC Taijuddin Ahmed he registered a
"

case and endorsed it to PW-2 for enquiry. Exhibit 1 is the complaint and

exhibit 1(2) is his signature with endorsement. Exhibit 2 is the seizure I'ist

and exhibit 2(4) and exhibit 2(5) are the signatures of the accused

persons Anil Medhi and Har Kumar Roy @ Hemen and exnibit 2(6) is his

signature. Exhibit 3 is the case property label and Exhibit 3(3) and 3(4)

are the signatures of the accused persons respectively and ext. 3(5) is his

signature.

During cross examination he stated that he have not seen the incidentW1A and does n~: know who have opened the door of the wagon.

. . 16r01((~\S\ta,~W-8in his examination'd'eposed that on 28.11.08 he was picked up at~a.<.\ . .
. . \ ~a\\~a'l ~O\s\t\CNBQ as Loco Pilot of Up NGC Mixed Load Goods train and after 4.

~neC\a l}AeUO l .>
'6Y"a,«\tuQaN~"0\\ minutes .of its start the vacuum pressure became down. Then he

informed it to the Guard who in reply denied any such commission.

Thereafter he informed the matter to the Station Master and after 20

minutes the automatic pre.?sure was rectified. He then took the

permission of the Guard and resumes the train.



7. Now appreciating the evidences on record carefully it seems that the

evidence of PW-l who is the complainant and the eyewitness of the

affair of the offence committed has been well corroborated by evidence

of PW-3 and PW-4 and this moves to further consolidation with the

evidence of PW-7 who reached the place of occurrence in coordination

with the state of affairs following the incident and found the accused

persons with the stolen articles.

Here the question arises whether the offence committed attract the

provisions of the charge U/S 3(a) of R.P.(U.P) Act. From the plain reading
•

of the section it transpires that the main ingredients are (i) the property

in question is Railway property (ii) the accused were in possession, and

(iii) it is reasonably suspected of having stolen or unlawfully obtained.

Now from the evidellce of P.W-Sconfirmed that the seized materials are

railway property and the same has been missing from the FIR lodged by

him.

Following the issue of the possession of railway property the evidences

of PW-l,PW-3,PW-4 are explanatory and though the gunny bags were

found lying in nearby area but under the circumstances no different view

can be created than to the constructive possession of the accused

person as at that point of time in an uninhabited area presence of no
any other person is seen and expected. Further the evidence of PW-8

reveals the detention of the train which provides the opportunity for the

accused persons for commission of the offence.

The defence on the other side fails to rebut the unlawful possession ot
~ V'" the seized articles.

(CrO•.:l~~\~'(}t-'naIlY the evidence of PW-2 culmOinateswith the story of prosecution
~~ ~~ -

° -t\ ~&\\'ItI~, 0\'0 from confessional statement of the accused persons as no circumstances

bge~~~9~~~0.\\ of threat, fear or inducement is seen and transpires from the evidence of
~ PW-6 though an official witness. The question of voluntariness cannot be

discarded due to the absence any local witness and the official

designation is not sufficient to taint their evidence. The confessional

statement is admissible as evidence as such confession made u/s 9 of

R.P:(UP) Act is a judicial proceeding. Further, R.P.F officer have been



held to be not police officers (AIR 1981 SC379) as such not hit by Sec.25~,

of Evidence Act. Still the prosecution evidence corroborated the

confession of the accused persons categorically.

The other two accused persons who were arrested later for their
association with the offence form the statement of the arrested co2

accused also confessed for their guilt and further the evidence of the

PWs who were the eyewitness also creates credible belief of their

presence.

8. In the backdrop of the aforesaid discussion the version of P.W.s are

cogent and plausible and the evidences on record are seemed to be self

explanatory of the prosecution story. On the other hand the defence

could not demolish its authenticity as such there arises no doubt at all in
"

regards to commission of the offence by all the accused persons u/s 3(a)
of R.P.(UP) Act.

9. From the above appraisal, appreciation of evidence on record and the

application of law I find that the prosecution has been successful to

prove the offence u/s 3(a) of R.P.(UP) Act against the accused persons

beyond all reasonable doubts. Hence all the accused persons namely

Anil Medhi, Har Kumar Ray, Lohit Barman and Muchi Ray are convicted

accordingly. Considering the serious nature, gravity and manner of

committing offence they can not be released on probation.

"10. I heard the accused persons on the point of sentencing. The accused
persons stated that they are first offend,er, very poor and sole earner of

~ !" the family and remain for considerable time in jail in connection with
f/..J7 { this case. They are also regular during court proceedings. So they prayed

('1"(:&:t'3\~or leniency .

.~ ~'3\\~e~~s\t\C\·ll. Considering all aspects and facts on record including long period of
cw~' ,,,,e-u - .

S~~'3tt'tu9GU~9.~~\\ trial and to avoid sufferings of the family of the accused persons as the

burden of the family upon them, I sentence each of the accused persons

to undergo 5.1. for 2(two) months. The period already undergone in jail

hazot will be set off.



12. Bail bond/P.R. bond whichever is applicable stands cancelled and the,

bailor discharged from his liabilities.

14. Learned PP/NF Railway should ensure that the seized materials.
which are railway property to be returned to the concerned deptt. as per

law in due course of time and the seized Bi-cycle to be disposed
according to the provision of Sec. 458 of CrPC.

15. Given under my hand and seal of this court on this 18th o(September
2014 at Guwahati.



Appendix of the CRcase no. 112/08

Prosecution Evidence (8 Nos.)
P.W.1 Md. Taijuddin Ahmed.

P.W.2 Sri Gagan Deka.

P.W.3 Sri sitaram Das.

P.WA Sri Lachit Ch. Mahanta.

P.W.S Sri Suresh Ch. Roy.

P.W.6 Sri Paresh,Ch. Das.

,P.W.7 Sri H.R.Choudhury.

P.W.8 Sri Lankeswar Boro.

Defence Evidence
None.'

Court Evidence
None.

\

Documents Exhibited by Prosecution;

Exhibit 1 Complaint.

Exhibit 2 Seizure List.
Exhibit 3 Case Property Label.

Exhibit 4,5,6 and 7 Confessional Statements of the accused persons.
Exhibit 8 FIR.

Exhibit 9 Joint Spot Verification Report.
Exhibit 10 Prosecution report.

Exhibit 11 Material Certificate.

Material Exhibit 1,2,3 and 4 are 4 Nos. of C.s.T-9 Pot

Documents submitted by Defence.
None.

w-z ;'(.~(Ir
. Railway Magistrato

spec,s' (Uetro)Qistrlct,
Kamrupm .

Guwa\'lstl


